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The existence of noncondensable gases has a great effect on the condensation heat transfer coefficient.

It is necessary to exclude noncondensable gases and maintain the vacuum degree to improve heat

transfer in some industrial phase-change heat exchangers. Nevertheless, to better control the tem-

perature needed to increase thermal resistance to decrease or adjust the heat transfer, using noncon-

densable gases is an effective method. Understanding heat transfer and dynamics characteristics of

noncondensable gases at nanoscale are of great interest in both theoretical and practical applications.

In the present study, the influence of noncondensable gases to phase change in confined nanoscale

space was investigated by using molecular dynamics simulation. Vapor nitrogen was used as the

noncondensable gas put into the working fluid region that contains the liquid and vapor water. The

temperature and distribution of the density of working fluid was obtained and the trajectories of

some water molecules and nitrogen molecules were tracked. As time passes, more and more water

molecules condense at the cold wall, whereas a certain number of nitrogen molecules fluctuate in

the working fluid region beside the accumulated nitrogen molecules at the cold end to resist the heat

transfer and increase the temperature difference. The results revealed the influence of noncondens-

able gases to phase change from the nanoscale aspect. The enhancement of heat transfer could be

realized and controlled through the regulation of the noncondensable gases in the working fluid.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Phase change heat transfer plays an important role in a variety of high-efficiency heat exchangers
because of the high heat transfer coefficient. A small amountof noncondensable gases mixed
in pure vapor has a great effect on the condensation heat transfer coefficient. The noncon-
densable gases are considered a negative factor for improving heat transfer in some industrial
phase-change heat exchangers such as air condensers, air conditioners, and standard heat pipes.
It is necessary to try to exclude the noncondensable gases and keep the vacuum degree to
guarantee the heat transfer efficiency. Nevertheless, for better control of temperature or for
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NOMENCLATURE

q charge, C
r distance between two

atoms,Å
x, y, z (X, Y, Z) direction (coordinate

axis)

Greek Symbols
σ finite distance at which

the interatomic potential
is zero,Å

ε depth of the L-J
potential, J

ϕ effective pair potential, J

Subscripts
a, b different atom
f fluid
i, j different charge site
m, n different oxygen atom
s solid
CuCu copper-copper
H hydrogen charge site in

TIP4P/2005 force field
M additional charge site in

TIP4P/2005 force field
NN nitrogen-nitrogen
OO oxygen-oxygen

overtemperature protection, which needs to increase thermal resistance to decrease or adjust
the heat transfer between heat source and heat sink, the presence of noncondensable gas is an ef-
fective method, such as in the gas-loaded or variable conduction heat pipe (Edwards and Marcus,
1972; Rohani and Tien, 1973; Edom and Vlassov, 2001). On the basis of a standard heat pipe,
noncondensable gas is added into the working fluid. At different power, various fraction ratios
of noncondensable gas are driven to adjust the volume of condenser by different temperatures
and corresponding pressure to block various portions of thecondenser. In addition, under high
working temperature that far exceeds the tolerance limits of materials, the existence of cooling
gas between the high temperature heat source and working part may increase the thermal resis-
tance to decrease the thermal damage of high heat to working materials, such as the film cooling
technology in the turbine blade. Understanding the dynamiccharacteristics of noncondensable
gases similar to fouling control (Kim, 2019) is very important not only for improving the con-
densation heat transfer coefficient but also for the temperature controlling and design of heat
insulation.

After the first experimental research on the effect of noncondensable gases to condensation,
many experiments and simulations were performed in this region. Many macroscale experiments
of condensation on vertical or horizontal surfaces under forced or natural convection were per-
formed to study the effect of noncondensable gases such as air, nitrogen, argon, and so on.
The results of these studies show that noncondensable gaseswould impede the heat transfer of
condensation. There are detailed descriptions about the methods and results in review literature
(Huang et al., 2015). In recent years, many experiments and simulations have continued work-
ing on the effect of noncondensable gases from a point of viewdisadvantageous to condensation
(Ren et al., 2015; Yi et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017). Literatures (Sugimoto et al., 2011; Leriche
et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2017) have experimentally and numerically studied the effect of noncon-
densable gases on heat transfer characteristics and the performance of variable conductance heat
pipes to adjust the heat transfer depending on the heat load.
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The experiments and simulations in the literatures, mentioned earlier, related to the effect
of the noncondensable gas basically focused on the macroscale rules of flow and heat transfer.
With the development of science and technology, understanding the mechanism of nanoscale
and microscale phase change is crucially important to control the heat transfer for better thermal
management. Besides, with the improvement of manufacturing level, more and more micro- and
nanoscale heat exchangers are produced. The deep understanding of phase change and the effect
of noncondensable gases inside the micro- and nanoscale heat exchangers from a microscopic
perspective can contribute to the further development of theory and technology.

The vaporization and condensation occurring at nanoscale has always been a hot topic in
both theoretical and experimental fields in the last few decades. Li et al. (2017) and Zhang et
al. (2017) applied Lattice Boltzmann simulation to investigate the condensation in the presence
of a noncondensable gas from the microscale. The presence ofnoncondensable gas obviously
reduces the condensation mass rate and the heat flux comparedto the pure vapor. The molec-
ular dynamics (MD) method has been widely implemented to research the interfacial thermal
transport (Cahill et al., 2003). The statistical thermodynamic information and heat transfer char-
acteristics are obtained by solving Newton’s equation of motion of atoms or molecules in a
system. Literatures (Nagayama et al., 2010; Morshed et al.,2011; Yu and Wang, 2012; Seyf and
Zhang, 2013; Diaz and Guo, 2017a,b) carried out MD simulation to understand the evapora-
tion behavior of explosive and normal boiling of argon on different walls. MD simulation was
employed by Li et al. (2016) to study the condensation of argon on smooth and nanostructure
copper surface. Both vaporization and condensation of argon on platinum surface were simulated
by Liang et al. (2017) and Wang et al. (2007). Yang and Pan (2005) investigated the evaporation
of a thin water layer into a vacuum using the MD method throughFORTRAN code. The TIP4P
model was used for intermolecular potential of water in the study. The molecular behavior near
and in the interface region and the effect of a hydrogen bond was studied in detail. Diaz and
Guo (2019) employed the MD simulation to study the improvement of the critical heat flux in
water boiling heat transfer through adding graphene to substrates. Hu and Sun (2012) studied
the effect of nanopatterns on Kapitza resistance at a water–gold interface during boiling. The
TIP4P/Ew model was used to calculate the potential of water.Louden et al. (2013) researched
the condensation coefficient of water using the SPC/E model for intermolecular potential of wa-
ter. Mao and Zhang (2014) studied the rapid boiling of pure water on a copper surface; the TIP4P
model is also used in this simulation. Arismendi-Arrieta etal. (2014) calculated the structural
and transport properties of pure liquid water using MD simulation. They found that by adjust-
ing the molecular dipole moment of the Niesar, Clementi and Corongiu (NCC) model to the
value of the TIP4P/2005 water model, the values for self-diffusion and viscosity coefficients are
in better agreement with experiment, compared to the valuesobtained with the original NCC
model.

Most of the aforementioned literature using the MD simulation focused on studying the va-
porization or condensation of the pure working fluids. As mentioned before, experiments and
simulations about the phase-change phenomenon with impurity or noncondensable gas are fo-
cused on macroscale instead of microscale or nanoscale. Therefore, the present study concen-
trates on the effect of noncondensable gases to the nanoscale phase change and heat transfer
using classical MD simulation, especially on the condensation on the cold wall. Water is chosen
as the working fluid and copper is used as the material of the solid wall. Nitrogen is designed
to add in the working fluid region as the noncondensable gas. Evaporation and condensation of
the heated and cooled water molecule without or with different numbers of nitrogen molecules
in the processing are studied. The research is considered toprovide a better understanding of the
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molecular level phase change process with impurity or noncondensable gas. Regulation of the
noncondensable gas leads to better control or enhancement of heat transfer.

2. SIMULATION METHOD

The molecular simulation system consists of solid copper walls, water molecules, and nitrogen
molecules with lattice structure of face-centered cubic (FCC) unit cells. Solid copper walls are
located at the bottom and top ends to work as heat source and heat sink. Water molecules in-
cluding liquid and vapor phases were arranged in the workingfluid region. Keeping the number
of water molecules constant, cases without vapor nitrogen and with a number of vapor nitrogen
molecules were designed in the system to study the influence of nitrogen as a noncondensable
gas to phase-change water. The length (in thex direction) equals the width (in they direction) of
the simulation box with periodic boundary conditions applied in the two directions. The height
(in the z direction) of the box was the summation of the heights of all the copper walls and
working fluid region.

As shown in Fig. 1, for both the hot and cold walls on the bottomand top of the simulation
box, solid copper walls were divided into fixed wall, heat source/sink wall, and heat conduction
wall. To prevent the thermal energy of the entire system fromthe losing and flying away of
atoms, copper atoms in the fixed wall were fixed without vibration. Thermostats were used to
maintain constant temperature of the heat source and sink walls that are adjacent to the fixed
walls. A constant high-temperature boundary condition wasplaced on the hot wall to supply
the heat to the liquid water for the vaporization. The conduction wall at the bottom side was
implemented to conduct heat from the heat source to the liquid water. Liquid phase working fluid
molecules absorb thermal energy from the heat source and improve their velocities to overcome
the attractive force from the copper wall, then translate tovapor phase and transfer the heat to the

(a) (b)

FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of simulation domain: (a) orthographic view, (b) the principle of the dimen-
sionless height
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top side through continuous collisions among molecules. Molecules with high energy condense
at the bottom surface of the conduction wall adjacent to the heat sink wall to transfer the energy
to the cold side. The conduction wall at the top side was implemented to absorb thermal energy
from the condensed water to the heat sink. The constant low temperature boundary condition
was imposed on the cold wall to absorb the heat.

The liquid water region was in contact with the conduction wall of the hot wall side, which
includes 13,043 liquid water molecules with the arrangement of FCC unit cells. Above the region
of the liquid water, 160 vapor water molecules were placed. In Case 0, only water molecules in
the working fluid region. In Case 1, 160 vapor nitrogen molecules were added above the vapor
water in the working fluid region (the number of vapor nitrogen molecules is 350 and 500 in
Case 2 and 3, respectively) to research the effect of noncondensable gases to the condensation
of water. What needs to be explained in advance is that the value of the whole height of the
working fluid region was divided to calculate the dimensionless height of fluid molecules in the
z direction for a direct comparison of the position of different fluid molecules. Considering the
change of positions was limited in the working fluid region, the height of the working fluid region
(Zf) but not the height of the whole computational domain box was chosen as the denominator.
The two positions of dimensionless height equals 0.0 and 1.0located at the upper surface of hot
conduction wall and the lower surface of cold conduction wall, respectively, which were labeled
in Fig. 1(a). The computing method of the dimensionless height was given in Fig. 1(b).

The noncondensable gas of vapor nitrogen molecules was considered a dual-atom molecule
without the internal bonding interaction. The interatomicinteraction between copper-copper and
nitrogen-nitrogen were described by the standard 12/6 L-J potential function (as shown in Eq.
1) with a cutoff distance of 12̊A, which had already shown to be a simple and reliable potential
function. The energyε and lengthσ parameters for same atomic interactions in L-J potential
function was calculated through unit conversion; refer to the data (εCuCu = 65.63× 10−21 J;
σCuCu = 0.233 nm;εNN = 1.3932× 10−21 J;σNN = 0.3623 nm) in literature (Jia et al., 2012;
Zou et al., 2010):

ϕ (r) = 4ε

[

(

σ

r

)12
−
(

σ

r

)6
]

(1)

For the vapor and liquid water molecule, a four-site water model (TIP4P) with improved
parameters called TIP4P/2005 (Abascal and Vega, 2005; Péreza and Rubiob, 2011) was adapted
to model the intermolecular potential interaction betweenwater molecules. The TIP4P/2005
is a rigid planar model with OH bond length equal to 0.9572Å and bond angle between two
OH bonds equal to 104.52°. The intermolecular potential interaction consists of the Lennard-
Jones interaction between oxygen atoms and Coulomb force between hydrogen atoms and the
additional site located 0.1546̊A away from the oxygen atom along the bisector of the HOH
angle. The calculation formula could be written as

ϕ (ri,j) =
∑
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4εOO
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qiqj
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(2)

in whichrmn denotes the distance between oxygen atoms of two water molecules andrij denotes
the distance between charged sites of two water molecules. The long-range Coulombic force is
computed by the particle-particle, particle-mesh technique. Some parameters in the TIP4P/2005
model used for same atomic interactions calculated throughunit conversion refer to the data
(εOO = 0.7749 kJ/mol;σOO = 3.1589Å; qH = 0.5564e; qM = −2qH ) in literature (Péreza
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and Rubiob, 2011). Lorentz-Berthelot combining rule was used to calculate related parameters
between different atoms, namely,σab = (1/2)(σaa + σab) andεab =

√
εaaεbb.

The simulation was performed by using the large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel
simulator distributed by Sandia National Laboratories. And the VMD software was used to ob-
tain the visual snapshots and position data of molecules. For the entire simulation, the time step
was set as 0.1 fs. The simulation process can be divided into three consequent stages. The first
stage was to perform the relaxation in which the conjugate gradient algorithm was performed
and the number of steps was limited to 100,000 steps. Initialtemperature of the liquid and vapor
molecules was set as 273.16 K. The canonical ensemble and themicrocanonical ensemble were
used to simulate 100,000 steps sequentially by keeping constant number, volume, temperature,
or energy of working fluid in the simulation at the second stage. The heat source wall was set
to a 700 K high temperature to supply heat and the heat sink wall was set to 273 K for the
absorption of heat. The heat conduction walls on the two endscontacting the heat source/sink
walls and working fluid were set as an adiabatic wall to impedeheat exchange between the
heat source/sink and working fluid. The working fluid molecules showed stable profiles of tem-
perature evolutions, which indicated the thermal equilibrium. Then the adiabatic control of the
conduction walls was removed at the third stage, which allowed the heat transfer from hot wall
to cold wall through phase change and moving of the working fluid molecules. Cases without
nitrogen and with nitrogen in addition to the water were considered throughout the simulations.
The average temperatures and numbers and trajectories of liquid/vapor molecules were recorded
to analyze the transport phenomenon.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Effect of Noncondensable Gas

Figure 2 illustrates the average temperature of the water molecules including liquid and vapor
phases in the cases of with nitrogen and without nitrogen. Asmentioned before, the time coordi-
nation in this figure and the later figures is counted from the beginning of the working fluid being
heated by the conduction wall connected with heat source after removing the adiabatic control of
the hot conduction wall. It can be seen that the average temperature of water instantly responds
to the high temperature of heat source and leads to a sharp increase of its temperature to nearly
450 K in a short time. As time goes on, the average temperatureof water begins to slow down
at a relatively slower speed. Note that there is a plunge in the range of 0.3–0.4 ns in the curves.
It can be analyzed that this phenomenon may be arriving at thecold side of the cluster of water

FIG. 2: Average temperatures of water molecules in cases with and without nitrogen
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molecules, after which the temperature of the cluster rapidly decreases with the condensation at
the cold surface. After the plunge, the temperatures decrease with further slower speed.

Comparing with the pure water in Case 0, the introduction of nitrogen in the working fluid
region helps to raise the average temperature of working media. The average temperature of wa-
ter molecules increases gradually with the increase in the number of nitrogen molecules (from
Case 0 to Case 3). To some extent, higher temperature difference means more thermal resistance
between substances. The existence of many nitrogen molecules resists the heat transfer between
water molecules and the cold wall to increase the temperature difference. The curve of tempera-
ture variation in Case 1 shows a similar tendency with the curve in Case 2, which is a little higher
than the data in Case 0. With the further increase of the number of nitrogen, the average temper-
ature of water molecules increases significantly. Furthermore, the plunge in the range of 0.3–0.4
ns in Case 3 shows an obvious gentle tendency, which demonstrates the noticeable impact of the
nitrogen molecules to the thermal resistance between watermolecules and cold wall.

The increase and decrease of the average temperature of water molecules can demonstrate
that vaporization and condensation play a primary role, respectively, during the whole phase-
change process. The liquid water molecules initially placed at the bottom of the working fluid
region are heated first. At the same time, the vapor water molecules may move in the vapor
region and collide with the liquid water molecules at the interface to obtain the heat or run
into the liquid water region. With further heating by the conduction wall adjacent with the heat
source, liquid water molecules at the upper positions overcome the intermolecular attraction and
start to vaporize. The water molecules in the vapor state separate from the liquid water may rise
and continue moving to other locations.

In the case of pure water, the collision between water molecules during the course of the
movement results in the continuous transportation of thermal energy between the water molecu-
les and the increase of water temperature. The thermal energy transport between various water
molecules continues until the water molecules with high energy condense on the lower surface of
the conduction wall at the cold side and release the remaining energy to the cold wall. More and
more water molecules continuously accumulate near the conduction wall of the cold side, and
the corresponding number of water molecules being heated atthe hot side gradually decrease.
Therefore, the average temperature of the water begins to slowly decline. Since the condensation
of most vapor water molecules transformed from liquid watertakes place after they pass through
a certain distance of the working fluid region, the process ofdecreasing the average temperature
is slower than the steep increase process. In the case of water with nitrogen, the collision between
the water molecules and nitrogen molecules occurs at the same time. The nitrogen molecules
get part of the energy from water molecules, which will not transfer to the cold wall through
condensation. On the other hand, the accumulation of partial nitrogen molecules near the cold
conduction wall reduces the condensation of water. Both of these effects lead to the relatively
higher average temperature compared to the case without nitrogen.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the variations of the number of vapor and liquid water molecules
for the four cases with different numbers of nitrogen molecules, respectively. For the pure water
case, the instantly heated liquid molecules start to leave the initially liquid region and move into
the vapor region, leading to a rapid increase of the number ofvapor water at the beginning.
At the same time of the vaporization, the condensation at thecold wall side occurs when the
higher temperature vapor molecules transfer energy to the lower temperature copper wall. From
the beginning to 0.2 ns, vaporization may play a primary rolebecause the number of molecules
of the vapor phase changing from the liquid phase is much larger than that of liquid molecules
changing from the vapor phase, which leads to the sustained growth of vapor water number.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 3: Number of water molecules in cases with and without nitrogen: (a) vapor water, (b) liquid water

Then the number of vapor molecules starts to decrease due to the condensation of more and
more vapor molecules at the cold side after 0.2 ns. The tendency of decrease gradually slows
down because of the coverage of condensed water on the lower surface of the cold conduction
wall and the substantial reduction of liquid water molecules at the hot side. The amount of vapor
water under the nitrogen condition basically results in a higher value than that of the case without
nitrogen at the corresponding time. On the other hand, the curves of the number of liquid water
present the opposite rule of increasing and decreasing because of the constant total number of
water molecules, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Combined with the influence of nitrogen to the number
of liquid or vapor water, the influence of heat transfer can befurther observed.

Figure 4(a) shows they-z projections of the simulation domain in the case without nitrogen
at different times. The initial subfigure shows the first construction of the simulation domain.
The section of vacuum space was left out to keep the same height of work fluid region in the
four cases. After steps of relaxation and equilibrium, the molecules changed their locations as
shown in the subfigure of 0.02 ns. With the heating of the heat source, the vaporization starts
from the upper surface of the liquid region. Some of the liquid molecules leave the liquid region
and move into the vapor region. On the other hand, a few vapor molecules begin to condense on
the surface of the cold conduction wall at the top side. The number of liquid water molecules
decreases gradually, while that of vapor water molecules increases. A cluster of water molecules
was divorced from the hot conduction wall and driven to the cold conduction wall by the heating
directly because of the heat wall’s high temperature, whichcan be seen from 0.12 ns. After
0.17 ns, it can be seen clearly that the number of water molecules at the hot end decreases,
while the value at the cold end increases. Combining this group of snapshots demonstrates the
turning point of the curves in Fig. 2, which corresponds to the cluster apart from the heat wall
side near the time of 0.1 ns. Besides, the plunge of the temperature between 0.3 ns and 0.4 ns
corresponds to the processing of the molecules cluster arriving at the cold wall side. Moreover,
with the gradual decrease of the number of vapor molecules between the hot and cold ends,
the total number of liquid molecules that increases slowly after a period of time can be easily
understood.

Figure 4(b) shows they-z projections near the lower surface of the cold conduction wall in
the pure water case at the corresponding time in Fig. 4, whichhelps to understand the distri-
bution of water molecules near the cold conduction wall. There are no water molecules on the
cold conduction wall at first. As time goes on, the liquid water molecules condense at the cold
conduction wall and the number of the condensed molecules increases. After 0.22 ns, the lower
surface of conduction wall is nearly covered by the condensed water.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 4: Snapshots of Case 0: (a) iny-z projection, (b) inx-y projection on the cold conduction wall

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show they-z projections andx-y projections of simulation domains of
Case 1 from initial to 0.32 ns, respectively. The nitrogen molecules initially distributed on the
upper section of the working fluid region. Comparing Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) after 0.12 ns, it can be
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5: Snapshots of Case 1: (a) iny-z projection, (b) inx-y projection on the cold conduction wall

seen that the velocity of the water molecules cluster movingand aggregating on the cold wall is
slower than that of the pure water case. Comparing Fig. 5(b) to Fig. 4(b) before 0.12 ns, a number
of nitrogen molecules gathering on the cold wall happened earlier than some water molecules.
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After 0.12 ns, it can be seen that the number of water molecules aggregating on the cold wall is
smaller than those without nitrogen. As shown in the subfigures in Fig. 5(b), there are still some
regions of cold that cannot be covered by the liquid water molecules until 0.32 ns because the
existence of nitrogen occupied some space of the cold wall toresist the condensation of water.
The nitrogen molecules play a major role in resisting the condensation phase change of vapor
water.

3.2 Distribution and Trajectories of Molecules

In order to further understand the variation of the molecules quantitatively, it is important to
investigate the spatial distribution of water molecules and nitrogen molecules. Figure 6(a) shows
the mass density of water molecules distributed along thez direction in the case of pure water
and with nitrogen as time goes on. The evolution of phase change near the hot wall and cold
wall in the four cases could be clearly seen in Fig. 6(a) according to the variation of density.
The density curves generally show the movement of the peak, which means the location of
cluster in the processing. The space outside of the peaks section in the region is full of vapor
molecules with low values of density. At the time of 0.02 ns, alarge number of water molecules
crowd near the hot end (dimensionless height equals 0.0), which demonstrates the aggregation of
liquid water. With the beginning of condensation on the coldsurface, the mass density of water
molecules near the cold wall (dimensionless height equals 1.0) gradually appears and increases.
Meanwhile, the mass density of water molecule layers near the hot wall decreases. From the
location of peak at different times, it can be seen that the liquid cluster moves from the hot end
to the cold end. In time, the peak formed by the water cluster moves to the high position until
it arrives at the cold wall. For the cases with nitrogen, the peak moves slightly slower than Case
0, without nitrogen, because of the occupation of the nitrogen molecules. At 0.32 ns, the large
number of water molecules crowd near the cold side in the caseof no nitrogen, but the cluster in
the cases with nitrogen is far away from the cold wall. The height of the peaks has a slight decline
with the progress of simulation except for the locations near the two walls, which indicates some
water molecules around the cluster may move from the clusterto the vapor region gradually
through collision and diffusion in the course of movement.

Aiming to investigate the attribute of nitrogen molecules,Fig. 6(b) shows the mass density
of nitrogen in the working fluid region. It can be seen that thedensity of nitrogen is far less than
the water molecules. From the density curve of nitrogen, it can be found that the variation of ni-
trogen has an interesting rule. A great number of nitrogen molecules accumulates near the cold
wall as time goes on, while a certain amount of nitrogen molecules continuously keep moving as
noncondensable gas diffusion in the whole working fluid region. The movement of nitrogen gets
wide distribution in the whole working fluid region but does not concentrate in a small range un-
like water molecules. The existence of nitrogen has two functions—the accumulated molecules
near the cold wall could enhance the thermal resistance, andthe movement of molecules may
increase the opportunity of collision between various molecules, leading to the reduction of heat
transfer between the water and cold wall.

To research the path of the working fluid molecules in the process of phase change, sev-
eral molecules were randomly chosen to track their trajectories and the detailed data of their
coordinates were obtained. Five water molecules (H2OL1, H2O L2, H2O V1, H2O V2, and
H2O V3) and five nitrogen molecules (N21, N2 2, N2 3, N2 4, and N25) at different initial
positions were labeled in the initial subfigure in Fig. 7. Remember that the labeled molecules
were named according to their initial locations, in which two molecules (H2OL1 and H2OL2)
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 6: Mass density of molecules: (a) mass density of water molecules in cases with and without nitrogen,
(b) mass density of nitrogen molecules in Case 1

locate in the liquid water region and three molecules (H2OV1, H2O V2 and H2OV3) locate in
the vapor water region at the initial time. In the course of the transportation, the water molecule
phase would change but the labeled name remained unchanged in the subfigures to avoid con-
fusion. The latter subfigures in Fig. 7 show they-z projections of the simulation domain with
the 10 molecules labeled respectively as time passes. It canbe seen from the subfigures that at
different times, the movement of the molecules occurs in thewhole working fluid region. All the
labeled water molecules condense at the top side after a period of time whereas some nitrogen
molecules still keep in motion in the whole region between the bottom side and the top side
without specific laws.
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FIG. 7: Snapshots of tracking trajectory of some molecules in Case 1

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the dimensionless height of thesewater and nitrogen molecules
in thez direction versus the time. From these curves it can be seen that the dimensionless heights
of water molecules fluctuate between the vapor and liquid region for a short time until they arrive
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(a) (b)

FIG. 8: Dimensionless height ofz direction of tracking trajectory of some molecules in Case 1: (a) water,
(b) nitrogen

at the maximum location and vibrate near the cold conductionwall. Besides, it can be directly
seen that some initial vapor water molecules (such as H2OV1) occasionally entered the liquid
region and then returned to the vapor region (between 0.1 ns and 0.2 ns); some initial liquid
water molecules returned to the liquid region again after moving up to the vapor region during a
certain period of time (such as H2OL1 around 0.41 ns). The same vaporization and condensa-
tion phenomenon through the interface was introduced and discussed in the literature (Yang and
Pan, 2005). On the other hand, the dimensionless heights of nitrogen fluctuate in the region from
dimensionless height 0.0 to 1.0. Some nitrogen molecules (such as N23) vibrate near the cold
wall and some of the labeled nitrogen molecules (such as N21, N2 2, N2 4, and N25) moved
in and out of the liquid water region near the cold conductionwall and the vapor region with
different amplitude of fluctuation. Generally speaking, from these trajectories of randomly se-
lected molecules we get a glimpse of the characteristic thatsome water molecules may fluctuate
in the liquid region and vapor region, which means the vaporization and condensation of water
may change through the interface of vapor and liquid before they condense at the cold wall. At
last, more and more water molecules condense at the cold wall, whereas some of the nitrogen
molecules continuously fluctuate up and down in the whole working fluid region.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Molecular dynamics simulation was used to study the condensation in a confined region at
nanoscale. Copper was chosen as the material of the hot wall and the cold wall. Water at liq-
uid and vapor states were put between the hot and cold walls asthe media of heat transfer. Cases
without nitrogen and with nitrogen added in the working fluidregion were designed to study
the effect of noncondensable gases on condensation in confined space. The simulation results
indicate that the presence of nitrogen helps to weaken the heat transfer of condensation because
of the distribution and movement of nitrogen molecules. Some water molecules fluctuate in and
out of the liquid and vapor regions, which means the vaporization and condensation of water
may convert through the interface of vapor and liquid phasesbefore they condense at the cold
wall. Once the water molecules arrive at the cold wall they will condense and vibrate near the
cold wall but no longer will move into the vapor region, whereas many nitrogen molecules con-
tinuously fluctuate up and down in the working fluid region to resist the heat transfer all the time
without condensation.
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